Ekkamai is notable for awesome places where you can dine, wine, and party. Some of the best restaurants, bars, cafes, clubs, and shopping malls are located in Ekkamai and it has a standing for stylish, fascinating, and exceptional things to see and do in Bangkok.

Well, this attractive and always busy place is located on the main stretch of Sukhumvit Road, by Thonglor. There are many things to do and see in this area, despite the fact that it is not highly concerted with drinking and dining spots.

After a thorough research, we have selected some awesome, exceptional places in Ekkamai where you can have wonderful time alone or with your loved ones. Here we go!
Bars & Restaurants in Ekkamai

1. Iron Fairies and Fat Gut'z

This is another unique and attractive place where you can maximum enjoyment and value for your hard earned money. Iron Fairies/Fat Gut'z is located in an exclusive environment where you will have the opportunity of enjoying live jazz and specially crafted cocktails as you sip your chilled beer. Their food is extraordinary and second to none. You can also get varieties of drinks at affordable prices.

You will get whatever you need to cool yourself down, whether tasty food or cold drink of any kind. You can also while away your time with cool music from popular musicians. There is no dull moment at Iron Fairies/ Fat Gut'z. If you are on a budget, this is the best choice for you.

Address: 384 Thonglor Soi 10
Tel: +66 (0)84 425 8080
Facebook: [https://www.facebook.com/ironfairesbkk/](https://www.facebook.com/ironfairesbkk/)

2. Wishbeer Home Bar

This is a proper and awesome bar setting with assortment of 500 different types of beers and ciders from around the world. You can make your choice from the different assortments existing on the tap. Not interested in drinking beer. No worries! They also serve a coffee and fresh fruit juice.

As far as food is concerned, Deli-Q serves Southern-type of barbecue meats. You can also order for the pulled pork sandwich and Wisconsin grilled cheese, both prepared with bread. Chicken wings are also recommended for your enjoyment.

Address: Wishbeer Home Bar, The Loft Ekkamai, Sukhumvit between Sois 63 and 65, Bangkok, Thailand
Phone: 02-392-1403
Website: [http://www.wishbeerhomebar.com/](http://www.wishbeerhomebar.com/)

3. Bourbon Street Restaurant and Oyster Bar

It offers variety of tasty dishes, particularly the Creole/Cajun dishes including Blackened Crab Cakes, Gumbo, Jambalaya, Blackened Redfish, and lots more.

Address: Sukhumvit Soi 63, Ekkamai, Bangkok, Thailand
Tel: 02 381 6801-3
Website: [http://www.bourbonstbkk.com/](http://www.bourbonstbkk.com/)
4. Moose Bangkok

The surroundings of Moose Bangkok are fascinating and there is everything to enjoy about this cool spot. They have wide-ranging food menu with quite a number of Thai dishes. One great option at this bar is the beef, mixed with tamarind sauce. You can also enjoy the creative cocktails before you order your meal.

While you enjoy your lemon juice, Rosselle juice, Cosmic Paradise, Asahi beers, and syrup after eating any of the delicious dishes available, you can listen to live music.

Address: 24 Ekkamai Soi 21, Bangkok, Thailand
Tel. 02-108-9550
Website: [https://www.facebook.com/MooseBangkok/](https://www.facebook.com/MooseBangkok/)

5. Nung Len

This is one of the oldest and best clubs in Thailand. It is an excellent place where you can discover what a Thai type of hot spot is all about. There is no boring moment at Nung Len as there are DJs and live bands whirling electronics and dance music sometimes. This wonderful place is always patronized by well to do people.

However, it is just too expensive to drink at Nung Len and that is why a number of people share bottles of whisky. Nunglen bar is especially designed for those who are young and lively. Nung Len is really a new experience that you need to be part of, if you have never done so.

Address: 217 Sukhumvit Soi 63 (Soi Ekamai), Bangkok, 10110
Tel. 02 711-6465
Website: [www.nunglen.net](http://www.nunglen.net)

6. Mikkeller Beer Bar

Mikkeller Beer Bar was established by a group of friends that take pleasure in beers. Since its launch, it has actually contributed immensely to the beer terrain in Bangkok. Mikkeller Beer Bar has 30 solid revolving taps in addition to 4 other garden taps as well as an incredible array of bottles.

You can have maximum enjoyment in the tropical garden outside the bar, upstairs or in the bright open bar. With their small meals, high quality bar snacks, together with a normal barbecue night, you will never have cause to look elsewhere for eating out again. Their focus is to offer you the best and fantastic service that will not make you think of ever drinking any other unexciting beer any longer. You have the whole 7 days in a week to enjoy chilled drinks, tantalizing foods, and other attractions Mikkeller Beer Bar.

Address: 26 Ekkamai 10, Bangkok, Thailand
Tel: 02 381 9891
Website: [www.mikkellerbangkok.com](http://www.mikkellerbangkok.com)
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7. Castle Bar

Castle Bar is a sports bar, gastro pub as well as an Irish restaurant with a parking space. Castle Bar is an awesome spot for beer. There is no brand of beer you want that you won't find at this bar. You will be entertained with the music of yester years as you enjoy your drink.

Food at Castle Bar includes Castle Bar cheese steak, deep-fried mushroom, waffle fries, Castle Bar ribs, and lots more. As you enjoy the delicious food, you can order for beers like Rogue, Deschutes, and Brewdog to step down your food.

Address: Ekkamai Mall, Sukhumvit 63 and Ekamai Soi 10, Bangkok, 10110
Tel. 093-936-5659
Website: [www.fb.com/castlebarbangkok](http://www.fb.com/castlebarbangkok)

8. A.R. Sutton & Co Engineers Siam

This is an attractive regal stylish bar with incomparable service and astonishing menu options for you and your loved one. As a matter of fact, A.R. Sutton is one of the best spots in Bangkok to woo a neophyte to the city, while every visit exposes the latest unbelievable feature you have never witnessed before.

Address: 394 Soi Sukhumvit 55, Sukhumvit Rd., Khlong Toei Nuea, Watthana, Bangkok
Tel. +66 84 520 2301

9. Sugar Ray

Located on the 2nd floor of Baan Ekkamai, this place is a hippy joint for cocktail lovers. The bar also has beers but their creative cocktail stands out when people go to Sugar Ray.

Address: Ekkamai 21
Tel: +66 94 417 9898

10. Hot Rod

Hot Road is a small bar and restaurant designed by famous designer Ashley Sutton who has also designed Sing Sing theater, Maggie Choo's in Bangkok. The restaurant is popular because of its unusual dishes and cocktails. Hot Road thinks different from others motto has got them a unique place among the restaurants and bars in Bangkok.
11. Counting Sheep Corner Ekkamai

This café has all it takes to be an awesome place in Ekkamai. The environment is friendly, the food is tasty, and there is cool music and good coffee to step down. Counting Sheep Corner Ekkamai is just a hot spot you can easily fall in love with.

They serve chicken leak pie, beetroot salad with caramelized onion, fish and chips, feta cheese, and walnut and feta cheese. While enjoying your tasty tantalizing food, you can also step down with ciders and craft beers brewed by Brewdog.

Address: 26/1 Soi Sukhumvit 61, Ekkamai, Sukhumvit Road
Tel: 02 714 4477
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/countingsheepcornerbangkok/

12. Do Not Disturb

Do Not Disturb Bar in Bangkok is sited at the back of Nunglen Bar. The club is notable for EDM from live bands and local DJs in Bangkok. It is not a new thing at Do Not Disturb for two or more people to share a bottle of whiskey because drinks are a bit expensive. However, you will enjoy your stay at the club. If you get to the club earlier that 12 midnight, the whole place will be empty. If you are hungry and wants to eat, there is Yakiniku Japanese restaurant on the next floor.

Address: Ekkamai Soi 7, Bangkok, Thailand
Tel. 094-446-6269
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/donotdisturbclub/

13. Baan Puen

Baan Puen is sited underneath the roof of the Ekamai Mall. The meaning of Baan Puen in Thai language is friend’s house, and it is one of the awesome places in Ekkamai where you can dine and wine. As you dine and wine, you can enjoy some good local indie to the affordable food menu and drinks. Baan Puen is surely a cool spot to socialize, chill out, and take pleasure in a number of tunes.

Address: 3/F, Ekamai Mall, Ekkamai Soi 10, Bangkok, 10110 Thailand
Phone: 061-824-1747
Facebook: www.fb.com/baanpuenekamai
14. Bourbon Street Restaurant and Oyster Bar

It offers variety of tasty dishes, particularly the Creole/Cajun dishes including Blackened Crab Cakes, Gumbo, Jambalaya, Blackened Redfish, and lots more.

Address: Sukhumvit Soi 63, Ekkamai, Bangkok, Thailand
Tel: 02 381 6801-3
Website: http://www.bourbonstbkk.com/

15. Sway

Sway is located in Arena 10 on soi thong lor and ekkamai. There menu includes Thai & international cuisine with a whole range of craft beers and cocktails. Signature dish is chicken wings with more than 20 flavors.

Address: Soi 10 Thong lor, Arena 10 complex
Tel: +66 27116052
Website: http://www.swaybkk.com/home.html

Restaurants in Ekkamai

16. Xuan Mai Restaurant

Located right at the core of Bangkok, Xuan Mai Restaurant provides nourishing cuisine. Just arrange for their lotus tea, if you are feeling exhausted after you have worked for a long day. They are notable for spanking new herbs and vegetables and therefore serve a lot of fresh vegetables, Vietnamese pickles, and organic herbs. In addition, they serve beef noodle soup (pho bo), Chicken noodle soup (pho ga), papaya salad, mung bean sticky rice (served with cucumber and bamboo salad on the side), fresh fish rolls, grilled chicken with coconut, and lots more.

Serving at Xuan Mai is speedy and pleasant, with the finder serving customers herself. This is an ideal place for you, if all you want is reliable, affordable food in a self-effacing setting.

Address: 351/3 Sukhumvit 55 (Between Thong Lor soi 17 and 19)
Tel. +66 (0)2 185 2619.
Website: www.xuanmairestaurant.com
17. Crepes and Co Restaurant

Crepes and Co will offer you the best with up to date pat in a tranquil and calm atmosphere. The menu of this particular restaurant features the best of Greek, Moroccan and Spanish cuisine in addition to tasty and spicy crepes. This restaurant operates from a two-storey building with 100 diners’ capacity in a calm suburban passageway. In spite of this, it gives the pleasurable experience of a cooking hideaway in the center of the busy city.

Crepes and Co Restaurant is decorated like a palace and they serve delicious food and chilled drinks. They have 14 different types of tantalizing salad choices prepared with tomatoes, olives, couscous, and lettuce mixed with some olive oil dressing to provide.

There are other foods choices like Greek-styled meatballs prepared with beef, chicken souvlaki wrap, Greek lamb stew prepared with kalamata and thyme olives, served together with spinach fried rice, Moroccan lamb tagine prepared with sauteed onions, raisins and cinnamon to offer a salty sweet gravy.

Address: Thonglor soi 8 (First Floor of Eight Thonglor).
Tel: +66 (0 2 726 9398.
Website: www.crepes.co.th

18. Sabai Jai Gai Yang

Also called Baan Tawan Gai Yang, Sabai Jai Gai Yang is a leading grilled chicken Isan restaurant at Ekkamai. – Famous Grilled Chicken Isan Restaurant at Ekkamai. Despite the fact that their area of specialization is Isan food, the restaurant still offers a wide range of southern Thai dishes and Thai cuisine. At Sabai Jai Gai Yang, you will get the best of grilled chicken and other varieties of delicious dishes.

Address: 65 Sukhumvit Soi 63 (Ekamai Soi 1), Bangkok, 10110
Tel. 02-7142622 and 085 531 3158
Facwbook: www.facebook.com/sabaijaigaiyang

19. In The Mood For Love

This is just the only reliable and awesome place you can enjoy the best Sushi around Bangkok. You can book your table by a phone call. Food at this Sushi Bar & Bistro is delicious but pricey.

The seating at the restaurant is adequately spaced and the decoration is rather welcoming. The restaurant really set the pace for forte rolls, which are a combination of pretty innovative techniques and old long-established recipes. Some of the available options are:
• Spicy tuna
• Straberry
• Avacado
• Shrimp roe
20. Vanilla Garden

Vanilla Garden cuddle up in a good-looking garden in Ekkamai is the combination of three ideas in a compound. It is a Japanese-type of café that is worth visiting. This café is popular for uncommon desserts and pastries. You should try as much as possible to travel to Ekkamai to experience the three ideas in one compound.

Address: 53 Ekkamai Soi 12, Sukhumvit Soi 63
Tel. +66 23816120

21. Soul Food Mahanakorn

Soul Food Mahanakorn specializes in Thai dishes prepared with brand new and incomparable ingredients. There are different types of foods to choose from at this restaurant. There are laab ped, banana flower salad yam hua plee, lamb pad krapaw with fried egg, fish grilled in banana leaf, and lots more. There are also imported wines and spirits available for your delight at Soul Food Mahanakorn. No wonder it is a place for good food for the body and soul.

Address: 56/10 Sukhumvit soi 55, Thonglor, Bangkok, Thailand
Tel. 02-714-7708
Website: www.soulfoodmahanakorn.com

Cafe's and Coffee Shops

22. 24 Owls by Sometimes

24 Owls by Sometimes is a perfect hot Ekkamai café to have fun with your friends at the end of the day's work. The outside area of this cool spot looks like some of the streets in London and it is marvelous for photos. Look
forward to an unrestrained breakfast menu as part of the fun and enjoyment at 24 Owls by Sometimes.
Address: 39/9 Soi Ekkamai 12, Sukhumvit 63 Road
Tel: +66 2 391 4509

23. Ounce for Onion

Ounce for Onion is the café where imported accessories, particularly sunglasses are displayed. It is a place for picking affordable imported eyeglasses in addition to the fact that there is a pleasant, inviting ambiance—with coffee snobs guaranteed!

The décor has overwhelmed brick walls, wooden floor, and rusted showcased meant for showcasing sunglasses and other accessories. Without mincing word, this is a bigger location in Ekkamai. The selected café space maintains similar atmosphere alongside a flaxen couch and wood bench stacked with extra-large cushions for seating.

Address: 19/12 Ekkamai Soi 12, Bangkok, Thailand
Tel. 086-388-3303
Website: www.facebook.com/oneounceforonion

24. Ink and Lion

Ink and Lion is an astonishing cool spot located inconspicuously in the Ekkamai vicinity. It is an awesome coffee shop that mixes the ease of excellence brew, an art balcony, and disc on loop. Ink and Lion offers tasty coffee that cannot be compared with any other coffee in town. This is in view of the fact that owners of this hot spot are serious about the preparation of their coffee. All bakes of Ink and Lion come from Size S Coffee and Bakery.

Address: 1/7 Soi Ekkamai 2, Sukhuvit Soi 63
Tel: +66 91 559 0994

Shopping Mall

25. Gateway Ekamai Shopping Mall

The intention of Gateway Ekamai Shopping Mall is to give a different choice of shopping that will make shoppers have unique experience from all other cookie-cutter centers from one corner of Bangkok to another. The mall is the latest of its kind in Bangkok and it is premeditated to represent the urban Thai way of life willingly embraced with a blend of beauty and health shops, clothes stores, restaurants, a whole day supermarket, a big IT zone, and an entertainment center. As far as dining is concerned, there are many restaurants available to provide tantalizing and tasty dishes for your delight. There are KFC and Teddy’s Bigger Burgers, Shabushi, Subway, Swensen, and the Thai traditional food court to choose from, when you want to eat out.
Dazzling is on the second floor of the Gateway Shopping Mall. It is the place designed for Beauty and Health products. Are you seeking a place for Japanese herbal treatments or where to extend your eyelashes, Dazzling is the place to go.

For more information please check out our website – www.bangkokexpatlife.com
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